Digging Deeper:
More Resources for the Writing, Art, and Film Contest

For students who want to delve deeper into local Holocaust survivor stories, there are opportunities to take inspiration for your contest entry from survivors who are not yet featured on the Holocaust Center’s Survivor Encyclopedia.

How? The list below includes Holocaust survivors who settled in Washington State who have oral histories and more with the Washington State Jewish Archives, and primary sources at the Holocaust Center for Humanity.

Maria Frank Abrams | Gizel Berman | Henry Butler | Olga Butler | Peter Damm  
| Cecilie Etkin | Joseph Frankel | Eva Lassman | Tom Lenda | Dov Lorber  
| Ernest Stiefel | Alex Sytman | Laura Varon | Mel Wolf

Each of these survivors’ oral history audio recording (and transcript) can be found in the Jewish Archives at the following link: https://content.lib.washington.edu/jhpweb/index.html

We suggest first searching a few of these names within the online index, and find someone who might be of interest to you.

To inquire about doing research on any of the above survivors using material from the Jewish Archives housed at UW Special Collections, please use this contact form: https://www.lib.washington.edu/static/public/specialcollections/forms/contact.html

To inquire about doing research on any of the above survivors using collections material from the Holocaust Center for Humanity, please contact Julia Thompson, Education Resource Coordinator, directly: Julia@HolocaustCenterSeattle.org

This project is a joint venture of the Holocaust Center for Humanity and the Washington State Jewish Archives, a collaboration of the Washington State Jewish Historical Society and UW Libraries Special Collections. Special thanks to Ryan Donaldson.